Bluetooth Pro 4-wheel alignment system

About us
The LiteAlign system has been designed by our UK
engineers to ease the day-to-day operations of a busy
workshop without compromising on accuracy or
strength. Over twenty years of experience has gone into
making LiteAlign one of the industry’s leading wheel
alignment manufacturers.
Our heritage means we bring knowledge and authority to our products,
whilst our state-of-the-art production facilities and innovative approach
to new ideas provide us with the scope to be at the top our game, leading
from the front and pioneering new technologies so that we can provide
our customers with the ultimate in 4-wheel alignment technology.
Offering competitive pricing, readily available parts, exceptional service
and aftersales support, LiteAlign is the go-to manufacturer for garages
and workshops across the UK.

Bluetooth Pro
The Bluetooth Pro Ravaglioli Wheel Aligner is our top selling
wheel alignment equipment featuring 6 sensor CCD four wheel
alignment technology and is fully wireless, using the latest
Bluetooth communication for fast and easy use. It is also ADAS
Compatible
Easy-to-use features make it the ideal 4-wheel aligner for any bodyshop or workshop
looking for a great value machine. It can be used with 4- and 2-post lifts and in-ground
wheel-free scissor lifts. The direct contact charging and calibration system means
the whole wheel alignment package is 100% cable-free for a safe workshop. Each
measuring head also has a remote control to allow you to run the full wheel alignment
process from any corner of the car.

What’s included:
 Front turn plates
 Pro wheel clamps (NO RUN OUT)
 Steering wheel clamp
 Brake pedal clamp
 SUV wheel clamp extension arms
 Q
 uality PC, 20″ monitor and colour
printer
 Remote controlled heads
 Quality protective cabinet
 Auto-charging head storage system
 Latest database
 Full on-site training

Bluetooth Pro
Package
£6920 + VAT

 ADAS-compatible operating system
 S
 martphone/tablet app for use next
to vehicle
 S
 hoot and Go compatible operating
system
 FREE internet software support

The latest software extensions allow the use of a smartphone or tablet app so lineof-sight access to the CPU is not required. A spoiler program operates automatically
for sports or modified cars, and the system is compatible with our ADAS EXTENSION
PACK to future-proof your business.
NOW – Comes with FREE wheel clamp extension arms to fit most modern SUVs
Shoot & Go extension pack speeds up car recognition and reduces errors. Simply
photograph the car with your tablet or type in the registration number manually, and
our sophisticated system will do the rest. We have a huge international database of
vehicles to draw on.
This is truly one of the most versatile pieces of wheel alignment equipment on the
market today. It is capable of handling all your wheel alignment needs from Day One
and will help you grow in this profitable sector. The Bluetooth Pro wheel aligner is
robust and reliable, and Lite Align has a first-class backup service to support you.
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